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[NOTE: due to the urgency of the situation and extenuating personal circumstances this is being posted in rough draft form. Some links and images are missing, as is some information I would dearly love to include here had I not been basically incapacitated for the last six

weeks; misspellings and incomplete sentences are likely everywhere. Hopefully, I will be back to regular, properly edited updates at the end of the month, but last time I said that things went very differently. If I do not resurface, please kick the shit out of these parasites for

me.]

(in part 3.1, we discussed thoughtcrime legislation, stochastic terrorism as legal principle, and the self-licking ice-cream cone of “multiracial white supremacy.” this is technically a continuation of that article, so [re]read for context)

The diversity industry and the Israeli lobby normally work hand in hand, two tentacles on the same scabrous octopus conducting different sections of the infernal orchestra, as their use of similar tactics in redefining

key terms indicates. However, as “racism” has not only expanded but metamorphosed into a legal concept carrying actual penalties, Big Israel has had to scramble to insulate itself from the liabilities born of running an

apartheid state fueled by American tax dollars. Like any abusive spouse, it is determined to make its favorite punching bag suffer for this mild inconvenience.

This isn’t the only challenge facing the organized crime ring that operates under the cover of an “only democracy in the Middle East.” As the narrative managers’ failure to censor RFK Jr.’s testimony before the House

Committee on Weaponization of the Federal Government last month confirmed, allegations of “antisemitism” have lost much of their power due to years of relentless overuse - labeling anyone who momentarily vexes

Big Israel, even unruly Jews, with that same scarlet letter. No longer able to banish their enemies from public life by tagging them with four little syllables - and envious at how the diversity industry has capitalized off

their schtick to shoehorn its own delusions of victimhood into the legal code - Big Parasite has stepped up pressure to actually ban the nebulous sentiment itself. While a few countries - including, ironically, Russia -

have laws against “antisemitism” on the books, these almost exclusively refer to antisemitic actions - the tombstone-displacements and swastika graffiti perennially hailed as the stirrings of Holocaust 2.0 only to they

were the work of attention-seeking Jewish individuals. But in Ukraine, which the US has been using as its laboratory to see how far a country can lumber toward fascism while still swanning around NATO summits in

democratic drag, antisemitism is also a form of thoughtcrime.

One might question the sanity of a group that devotes millions of dollars and countless lifetimes to analyzing every negative sentiment ever expressed about it in a way that categorically denies the validity of those

sentiments and their origins, despite being significantly overrepresented in corporate boardrooms, magazines’ “richest” lists, and influential industries like media and medicine. While one would be crossing the line to

forbid them from doing so, it is not just crossing the line but tap dancing over it with marching band accompaniment to force such a neurosis on other groups, and it is here that the Biden administration accelerated

from mere woke navel-gazing into some sort of narcissistic-sadomasochistic wormhole, its members obsessed with their own imagined victimhood despite their privileged status running the American government and

determined to force an understanding of that victimhood fantasy upon others, no matter how irrelevant or frankly insulting to their own lived experience.

Biden’s cabinet, after all, is extremely Jewish. This was widely reported in Jewish media outlets, and even remarked upon by outsiders. But while any other minority might celebrate being recognized for such an

achievement, the Blinken Bunch would rather deny it while simultaneously recasting any political criticism of the administration’s actions as antisemitism - as if the only thing that anyone might see as wrong with the

manner in which the US has been driven into the ground in the last two years was the ethnic identity of the drivers. Indeed, so insecure are they about filling most of the major positions despite Jews constituting less

than 2% of the greater US population that to even mention this characteristic of the Biden administration has been deemed antisemitic hate speech.

We should all be so lucky to be as oppressed as Doug Emhoff, the Second Gentleman, who took the stage earlier this summer to kvell about the Biden administration’s sprawling new National Strategy to Counter

Antisemitism - a first-of-its-kind initiative, not just whole-of-government but whole-of-society, in a country that still theoretically offers its citizens equal protection under the law. Emhoff has been on a mission to fight

a wholly imaginary “epidemic of hate” by forcing the IHRA definition of antisemitism down the world’s throat ever since he was tasked with establishing a task force to root out “antisemitic” thoughtcrime last year, and

his pet project is all about centering Jewish persecution in the pantheon of oppression made so fashionable during 2020’s intersectionality craze. The campaign’s “four pillars” include “raising awareness” of

antisemitism, improving security for the Jewish community (which already receives 94% of Homeland Security grants), reversing the “normalization” of antisemitism (as defined by the Anti-Defamation League, which
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clutches its well-worn pearls every year at the thought that someone, somewhere believes in hateful tropes like “Jews stick together more than other Americans”), and - last and most definitely least - “cross-community

solidarity,” an afterthought for 98% of the US population. The deployment of this 60-page slab of pathos while the majority of Americans can’t scrape together $400 for an emergency and private equity vultures are

tearing the last shreds off the carcass of homeownership sends an unmistakeable message: Black Lives may Matter, but Jewish Lives Matter Most, and don’t you forget it.

The only glimpse of self-awareness in the entire document, which repeats the word “antisemitism” so many times it resembles the gibberish it has been conceptually reduced to before even finishing the introduction, is

a “legal disclaimer” on page four acknowledging the 1,000 Jewish leaders who supposedly contributed to it (and the handful of ghostwriters who really did) cannot make law or policy by fiat, nor can they impede the

enforcement of those laws and policies that already exist. This does not make the orders it gives the whole of American society to drop what they’re doing and contemplate the plight of Anne Frank any less patronizing,

insulting, or obnoxious, and it remains to be seen whether the concluding line of the disclaimer - “This strategy is not intended to, and does not, create any legal right, benefit, or defense, substantive or procedural,

enforceable by law or in equity by any party against the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person, nor does it constitute a waiver of sovereign immunity”

- was meant to cover the administration’s ass with regard to Fourteenth Amendment lawsuits (pouring hundreds of millions of dollars into “protecting” 2% of the population while the rest of the country can barely keep

a roof over its head is a howling violation of the Equal Protection clause) or simply to ward off predatory lawyers who might try to retroactively sue the government for reparations, citing its self-confessed failure to

sufficiently protect Jewish and other minority interests. 

The Strategy is framed at once as both “essential to our broader fight against all forms of hate” and the only thing standing between Debra Lipstadt’s Passover seder and Kristallnacht 2.0. Its hyperbole is designed to be

translated into orders for seemingly every agency in government via official antisemitism liaisons with those agencies, while its 100 directives and 100 more recommendations leave no stone unturned hunting down

goyim who have not dedicated their lives to the persecution complexes of others, demanding (among many, many other things) that private employers punish workers for wrongthink and wrongspeak taking place not

just on the job but outside of work as well, should either run afoul of the notoriously vague and arbitrary IHRA definition of antisemitism. The document’s authors admit on the second page that this unprecedented

effort to control American thought is only the beginning - the bloated document “also serves as a blueprint for tackling other forms of bigotry, hate, and bias that fuel toxic divisions in America.” Just as the IHRA’s word

salad made “antisemitism” the all-purpose scarlet letter, so would “multiracial white supremacy” keep thought-criminals of all races, religions and political persuasions dutifully toeing the narrative line lest they be

subjected to the same kind of sociopolitical and economic warfare as those with the scarlet “A” on their chests.

Like the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, the strategy’s “four pillars” are perfectly innocuous at first glance while concealing a breezy blueprint for total control of the information ecosystem and, through it, the

physical world. Wielding what is certainly the largest collaboration of US government agencies ever to be brought to bear for an issue that even hypothetically could only affect 2% of the population, the Strategy appears

determined to stamp out any remaining bright spots of American creativity, innovation, and happiness by forcing the population to replace its supposedly antisemitic survival instincts with a slate of precarious neuroses

that renders them maximally manipulable.  Dangling the carrot of “cross-community solidarity” in front of other minorities has worked so far, and as the white supremacy actions (described in the previous half of this

article) make clear, they’re only getting started. Jewish communities already receive 94% of security funding from the DHS - do they really need more? But of course to ask these questions is to be tarred and featured as

an antisemite in what is frankly an act of epistemological greed. One cannot be at once an outcast and at the same time enjoy universality of opinion. Clutching pearls about how 60% of respondents to a survey didn’t

know what Auschwitz was is meaningless in light of the fact that many modern schoolchildren can’t even count to 60, and the report quietly demands teachers already forced to tell kids that math is racist drop the

reading and writing too, in favor of resentment. 

The strategy points to statistics reported (created) by the ADL and its fellow travelers stating 2022 was the worst year for antisemitic hate crimes on the record and that Jews account for 63% of religious hate crime

victims despite being 2% of the population. It would be difficult for anyone else to dominate that category, since most other religious minorities are counted by their racial background when typing up the police report

(Muslims and Sikhs would likely be described as Arab/Middle Eastern, African, and/or Indian), and in fact a quick look at the ADL report claiming there are more people harboring “significant” antisemitic beliefs in the

US than there have been in decades reveals the organization has merely expanded the definition over the years as it has shoehorned disdain for Israeli government policy into the (already bursting at the seams) concept

of antisemitism. Nevertheless, the fact that the rest of society does not wail and rend its garments when Greenblatt opens his mouth to sing his song of woe is indicative that anti-Jewish bigotry is becoming

“normalized.” Once again, this is the neurosis of a largely-Jewish cabinet attempting to deflect the burden of the nation’s hatred by claiming it’s due to their religion instead of the terrible job they’re doing.

The Strategy is already playing out in the private sector. Twitter - now known as X Corp in keeping with the totalitarian fantasy of the ADL’s stealth butt-boy Elon Musk - has partnered with Israeli company AU10TIX, a

subsidiary of ICTS International, the company best known for sweeping “shoe bomber” Richard Reid, “underwear bomber” Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, and pretty much every other major patsy from the Bush era

onwards through various security checkpoints, to “verify” the identities of users horny for that blue check and unconcerned about the fate of their biometrics (the company’s founder spent over a decade working for
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infamous backdoor-operators AMDOCS, of 9/11 fame, and AU10TIX is still listed as a partner on that leaky sieve’s website). That isn’t even the first Israeli company Musk has fed users’ data to since taking over - eToro,

which offers lazy Twitter users the ability to trade stocks without leaving the platform, is not only based in the world’s last remaining apartheid state but employs over two dozen people who previously traded in

financial products so scammy even Israel has banned them. Musk’s replacement as Twitter CEO, Linda Yaccarino, celebrated the platform’s latest crusade against antisemitism by deleting the “community notes”

helpful users had appended to the ADL’s annual attempt to whitewash the killing of its founding cause célèbre, murderous pedophile Leo Frank, all while joining her boss in spouting the most cringeworthy groupthink

rhymes (“lawful but awful!”) this side of Brave New World’s “a gram is better than a damn” pod-person hymnbook.

This nauseating sideshow may have been low-hanging fruit meant to distract from the appearance of a new button on tweets allowing users to report anything considered wrongthink by the EU, because it doesn’t take a

rocket scientist to figure out what will happen to thought-criminals whose biometrics are in an Israeli database. And the Platform Formerly Known as Twitter is far from alone in bending over backwards to toady to the

antisemitism-industrial complex. Musk’s declaration that he will (someday) sue the ADL is more mere pageantry and should be treated as such until Greenblatt is actually whipping out his checkbook. If you think the

richest man in the world is fighting the good fight, I have a whole bushel of bridges to sell you.

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis, who was sued his first year in office for prioritizing the interests of Israel over those of his constituents, has eagerly spearheaded this assault on the First Amendment. In May, he flew to

Jerusalem to sign a law that made leaving printed material like flyers containing “hate speech” falling under the IHRA definition of “antisemitism” (“a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred

toward Jews,” but may be “directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their property” - see Part II for an extended discussion of this farce) on private property a third-degree felony punishable by 5 years

in prison. 

The inspiration for this legislative trainwreck was the Goyim Defense League, a deliberately unappealing crew of stereotypically-“antisemitic” activists who had been staging flyer drops across the country for months in

the hope of provoking legislation just like this. While the group claimed its aim was informing the public of the corrosive influence of Jewish power, with flyers purporting to show the Jewish role in Covid-19, the

financial crisis, and other catastrophes, their decision to target upscale Jewish neighborhoods for the flyer drops while shouting ethnic slurs from their cars ensured this “education” spree would attract massive amounts

of negative publicity and police attention while torpedoing the credibility of anyone expressing remotely similar ideas. GDL flyers poison inconvenient truths by piling on inflammatory language and Pavlovian visual

cues, ensuring the average person recoils not only from their message but from anyone else who has voiced those inconvenient truths - minus the blood-drenched stars of David and clip-art Totenkopfen - and often

eliciting public sympathy for even the most unsympathetic of characters.
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the Goyim Design League was busy

The GDL designed the flyers that were handed out by the National Socialist Movement, a cell of domesticated wannanazis the Anti-Defamation League trots out whenever they need to discredit an opponent but don’t

have a legitimate argument to fall back on, during that group’s picket of the Broadway musical Parade, a delusionally revisionist spin on the story of Leo Frank, whose conviction (the musical would say wrongful) for

raping and murdering his 13-year-old factory employee Mary Phagan spawned the ADL. While the ADL constantly hypes the threat posed by such groups, declaring every year that the number of “antisemitic incidents”

is on the rise, they have admitted that both groups’ entire membership could fit comfortably in a studio apartment, and their meticulous, bordering on obsessive documentation of every move ever made by GDL founder

Jon Minadeo coupled with a tendency (documented hilariously in the Israeli film Defamation) to imagine or even invent out of whole cloth offenses against themselves suggests they are more involved in his

organization than they let on. The GDL’s activities so neatly dovetail with Big Israel’s persecution complex that it is difficult not to see the flyer drops as part of a larger strategy to convince the uninformed public that

certain powerful people should be protected from criticism just because they're Jewish, especially as the group’s cartoonish behavior is clearly aimed at delegitimizing opposition to those same powerful parasites with

its sophomoric sieg-heiling sausage-fests straight out of American History X - sausage-fests which, as of this month at least, have been allowed to continue in Florida despite its appalling new law.

New York nearly went one step further than Florida with a bill that would have imposed its open-ended definition of “hate speech” on the entire internet and drafted an army of informants to enforce this bogus

construct. Cynically rammed through on the heels of yet another mass shooting, specifically the incident in Buffalo in which a young “white supremacist” with an impossibly thick manifesto and at least one FBI agent

among his close online friends shot up a supermarket, it sought to force social media platforms to adopt onerous speech control policies, effectively drafting even dissident websites as citizen snitches and making them

complicit in their own oppression by forcing them to read from the Corporate State’s script. Any site that failed to track and respond to all reports of content that“humiliates” or “vilifies” or “incites violence against” an

individual based on “race, color, religion, ethnicity, national origin, disability, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression” would have been subject to open-ended civil penalties, all but ensuring small

or independent platforms would be shut down while Big Tech would continue to prosper, and it was only a lawsuit from the Foundation for Individual Rights and Expression that prevented it from taking effect.
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Michigan blew them both out of the water this summer when its state legislature passed a bill making it a “hate crime” to threaten or “intimidate” anyone else based on race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender

identity/expression, physical/mental disabilities, age, ethnicity, national origin, or association with an identified group. Except like the LAWS Act (see part 3.1), intimidation is in the eye of the beholder, making HB

4474 the broadest thoughtcrime law to pass a statehouse yet. Intimidation is defined as “willful course of conduct involving repeated or continuing harassment of another individual that would cause a reasonable

individual to feel terrorized, frightened or threatened and that actually causes the victim to feel terrorized, frightened or threatened” - while reasonable is left to the imagination of the measure’s enforcers. Given that

rationality has been consigned to the epistemological naughty corner as a hallmark of “white culture,” merely attempting to interpret such a standard is tantamount to felony thoughtcrime in itself. Unlike LAWS,

Michigan’s mess won’t put you away for the rest of your life, but it does come with a $10,000 fine per offense, meaning “professional victim” will soon be a legitimate American occupation - in Detroit, at least.

Taking a whack at the First Amendment piñata has become a rite of passage for a certain type of upwardly-mobile young politician who walks around Washington with a “Compromise Me!” sign taped to his back. War

on Terror veteran Paul Rieckhoff last month called for devising a Patriot Act-style legislative truncheon to be used on conservatives because the current laws “didn’t work” to silence the speech of people he doesn’t like

and because it’s the only way to win over the “people who are on the fence” - presumably hoping such a cartoonishly overstated show of force would cure post-Covid malaise. While his MSNBC appearance was

lampooned on social media, the near-constant testing of the waters by the narrative managers regarding the demolition of Americans’ right to speak their minds is no accident.

Even if DeSantis’ Israel-fellating hate crime bill is the only one of the current crop of budding legislation successful in taking a bite out of the First Amendment, there are enough old laws on the books, ignored for

decades but lurking in the criminal code like landmines, that examples can be made even in the absence of new ones. Resurrecting the specter of Russian collusion, the Justice Department recently charged a handful of

black liberation activists whose African People’s Socialist Party was founded decades before the current Kremlin Fever struck the US with “conspiring to have US citizens act as illegal agents of the Russian government,”

threatening the St. Petersburg (Florida, not Russia) residents with five years’ imprisonment because they had the audacity to record a statement supporting the newly-independent Donetsk People’s Republic in 2020.

That this and unspecified “statements of solidarity with the Russian government” could be said to amount to criminality simply because the Floridians were first contacted by a Russian with purported Kremlin

connections bodes ill for both free will and free thought - one need only “seek” to “sow discord, spread pro-Russia propaganda and interfere in elections” to be convicted of such, according to the Justice Department,

which made it clear back in 2016 that “sowing discord” was the next big thing in thoughtcrime. They couldn’t crucify the dissidents back then - just knock them off the internet - but seven years of histrionics wrapped

around the worst crime against humanity ever committed has ratcheted up American complacency to a supernatural level.

But prison is the least of the thought-criminal’s worries, as the FBI made clear last month when agents murdered a 75-year-old Utah resident in cold blood for making empty threats online. For the unforgivable sin of

shitposting against the Biden regime while owning a bunch of guns, Craig Robertson, whom neighbors described as “frail of health” and manifestly incapable of taking potshots at the president, was unceremoniously

gunned down by agents from the bureau who’d flown cross-country to chat with him about his Facebook posts, in which he fantasized about shooting Biden, Harris, and the prosecutors waging the Justice Department’s

lawfare campaign against Trump.

The indictment of the reality TV star carried powerful symbolic value as the culmination, literally and figuratively, of all those January 6th protester prosecutions. Starting with the show trial - actually a civil suit, but

you wouldn’t know it from the media coverage - of unhinged magazine columnist E. Jean Carroll’s rape claim, the multi-pronged legal assault on Trump’s public person, like so much about the Bad Orange Man, an

instruction manual to the angry inarticulate masses yearning for someone to tell them what to hate, teaching them how to enact a sort of reverse jury-nullification in order to convict a target of charges no one in their

right mind would ever believe them guilty of. Don’t even remember when the crime took place? That’s fine. No evidence or even suggestion by prosecutors that any evidence exists? As the Proud Boys trial proved, that’s

not a deal-breaker either. Even the lawyers have joined the intellectual-children’s crusade against the rule of law: not qualified to prosecute a case? No worries, just belly up to the buffet and start piling on felonies - it’s

on the House.
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Jabba the District Attorney says FOOD GO IN HERE KTHX?

The indictment-fest has predictably galvanized Trump supporters, allowing them to forget the torrent of bait-and-switches he delivered in place of a drained swamp and American excellence. According to special

prosecutor Jack Smith, it was Trump’s claim of victory - i.e. constitutionally-protected speech - in the face of expert advice insisting he had lost that laid the foundation for the four conspiracy charges filed against him,

making the former US president not just the first with such a title to be federally indicted, but the first to be indicted for thoughtcrime. He wasted no time emphasizing this point to the throngs of cheering crowds who

continue to follow him from arena to arena.

Unsurprisingly, he left out his own complicity in midwifing an America where failure to hold the correct opinions is a crime. It was his own Truth Social platform that reported Robertson to the FBI for his “threatening”

posts, putting the septuagenarian on the agency’s radar, then deplatformed him and left him to cool his heels (and taunt the feds, hurting their famously fragile fee-fees) on Facebook, just as it was his own call to march

to the Capitol on January 6 that allowed the FBI and the DHS to entrap over a thousand people in the name of fluffing up the Domestic Terrorism threat. To paraphrase Henry Kissinger, a man determined to live

forever just to spite humanity, to be Trump’s enemy is dangerous, but to be his supporter is fatal.

It was under the supposedly Constitution-friendly Trump that the State Department completed its transformation into an arm of Israeli foreign policy, committing to “target,” “fight,” and “kill” the Boycott, Divestment

and Sanctions movement, the initiative launched by Palestinian activists to cut their tormentor off from international support using a similar strategy to that which took down apartheid South Africa that so frightened

the organized crime ring masquerading as a country that it created an entire government department, the Ministry of Strategic Affairs, to smear the movement and its activists as (what else?) antisemitic. Under then-

Secretary of State “Rapture Mike” Pompeo, the diplomatic office made one of its top priorities ramming the IHRA definition of “antisemitism” - discussed in detail in part 3.1 - down allies’ throats. The final phase of the

US’ long march against freedom of speech has its roots in politicians’ near-unanimous embrace of the Israel lobby’s campaign against BDS, during which both parties studiously looked the other way while the lobby

took ever larger bites out of the First Amendment, unwilling to bite the hand that feeds.

Given the apparent glee with which theologically-confused “Christian Zionists” on the American Right collaborated with Israeli war criminals and their neocon agents in the US, first to lay waste to the Middle East and

then to smear all critics as terrorists and sympathizers thereof, it is more than a little ironic that their own religion has found itself in the crosshairs of the thought-police state apparatus they helped build. While the Left

has retained its principles around the Israel/Palestine issue better than its foes, it has at the same time allowed itself to be hijacked by identity-politics-obsessed eunuchs who wouldn’t know a class struggle if it sank its

teeth into their invariably ample asses, leading liberals to abandon their once-strident advocacy for civil liberties lest they offend these obvious infiltrators. They pointed and laughed as J6 defendants were dragged out

of their homes by uniformed thugs, until Cop City protesters (currently being charged with domestic terrorism for attempting to occupy a forest) began meeting the same fate. Still, rather than unite with their similarly-

oppressed brothers and sisters across the spectrum, they hurl the same canned insults at one another like mass-market Molotovs of mediocrity handed off by Big Parasite xyrself: “groomers” on one side, “white

supremacists” on the other.

Because the diversity-industrial complex isn’t just borrowing from the Israel lobby’s playbook by redefining “white supremacy” like the IHRA redefined “antisemitism.” It’s moved on to forcing public and private sector

employees and even students to sign pledges in support of intersectionalist dogma if they wish to remain enrolled/employed. It is primarily private institutions doing this - a whistleblower from Antioch University in

December revealed degree-seeking students were required to sign a “civility pledge” acknowledging that “racism, sexism, heterosexism, classism, ableism, ageism, nativism, and other forms of interpersonal and

institutionalized forms of oppression exist” and promising to “do [one’s] best to better understand [one’s] own privileged and marginalized identities and the power that these afford [one],” even as psychology students

were instructed to shift the focus of their patients’ therapy sessions to race no matter the original reason or the patients’ visit (thus perpetuating the same oppression merry-go-round they had just pledged to dismantle).

However, Vice’s American Terror podcast revealed the diversity-industrial complex has secured the FBI’s assistance in screening US military recruits (already in perilously short supply, according to the Pentagon) for
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ideological purity by running their tattoos through a database and asking a series of leading questions (are you or have you ever been an extremist?, like are you or have you ever been a terrorist?, is unlikely to be

answered in the affirmative even if true, real-life Der Stürmer caricature Heidi Beirich sniffed). If the military is to hold zero tolerance merely for harboring “extremist” beliefs, it will close its doors even faster than

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin’s “cut your dick off to avoid deployment” initiative might have predicted - it takes a truly American-sized blind spot not to understand that a willingness to murder complete strangers in

the name of a country whose controllers think you’re cattle at best, a virus to be cured at worst, is itself a form of extremism.

Anti-BDS pledges began privately too, before bursting onto the public scene in contracts handed to public sector employees that required them to promise not to boycott a foreign country that had nothing to do with

their job. By 2017, even the Washington Post could no longer ignore the absurdity of such legislation, which forced applicants for hurricane relief in Dickinson, Texas to pledge they would not boycott Israel. Loyalty

oaths to Israel had been an open secret in the upper echelons of US politics for decades until former congresswoman Cynthia McKinney (D-Atlanta) blew the whistle on the practice, at the cost of her political career,

which the wildly popular Democrat lost to a came-from-nowhere ignoramus who believed islands were merely floating landmasses in the ocean that could flip over or “capsize” if asked to hold too much weight. After

smothering the loyalty oath scandal in its cradle, AIPAC merely substituted a requirement that candidates write a paragraph about how much Israel meant to them if they wanted campaign funding.

New York City already adopted a “values pledge” in the 2022 midterm election - an issue I was apparently one of the few people to notice - and the Biden administration had already laid the groundwork for the

Antisemitism Strategy’s’ preemptive punishment paradigm before the latter was even announced with grandiose plans to impose “equity teams” for each and every federal agency (equity, not to be confused with

equality, has become shorthand for equality of outcome, which in practice means the Corporate State cuts off your legs below the knees so that your abnormally short neighbor can have them and both of you are left too

short to eat from the Tree of Knowledge), creating an Equity Commission within the government to vet all federal employees for ideological fealty. These malignant cells of intersectionality kommissars are tasked with

subordinating their agency’s real purpose to that of self-victimization, ritual humiliation, and dehumanization. Anyone who believes this sort of private-sector thoughtcrime will not also be prosecutable is so hopelessly

naive as to be in denial. 

While some may protest that there is some good in a city or university or even the federal government making a public statement against racism and other forms of discrimination, it is only because racism is already so

reviled in the US that this tactic is so effective, which ultimately renders such statements meaningless for their purported purpose. No one wants to be called a racist, at least not in public, and most will go out of their

way to avoid such a label. However, while calling out a private citizen as a liar, a pedophile, or a war criminal may be legally actionable as slander or libel, calling them a racist - like calling them an antisemite, or a

“conspiracy theorist” - is ultimately a matter of opinion. Expanding the definition of racism retroactively unpersons more and more people until the narrative managers are satisfied - a state of being that rarely lasts for

more than a year or two before it’s back to the memory-hole rooms at Merriam Webster and Oxford.

Racism, antisemitism, and newer thoughtcrimes like transphobia and “anti-science aggression” all serve as waypoints in the void of consciousness upon which the internal Ministry of Truth must be constructed if Big

Parasite is to maintain its standard of living post-Singularity (since when AI deprives the masses of the jobs that currently sap most of their mental energy, they are likely to realize just how deeply and in how many

holes they have been fucked and begin organizing to decapitate those responsible). The overlap among these concepts’ chief advocates is no accident, nor is the resemblance between their tactics. Time is running out -

2030 is just around the corner - and if humanity is to be persuaded to enslave itself to a glorified Tamagotchi (which will be in turn operated by the same elites as plausible deniability against the kind of crimes of

humanity the haven’t even thought of yet), there’s no sense in reinventing the wheel.

The pedophiles who hide behind advocacy for “trans children” are already demanding protective social media censorship and even legal action without being fully out of the closet, borrowing the Israeli lobby’s use of

morally-acceptable ideological cousins (your gay friend as opposed to your Jewish friend) as human shields - “an attack on one of us is an attack on all of us,” they cry, while eviscerating anyone who then treats them as

a monolithic population - to render themselves immune to criticism, which is equated to literal physical violence. Like European Jewish settlers ransacking Palestinian villages as they rushed to occupy stolen land

before the UN gave the all-clear on Israel’s establishment, grown men with a lust for little girls are colonizing girls’ bathrooms, changing spaces, and sports teams - then pointing at the non-pedo LGBT mainstream and

shouting “how dare you say that about them!”

They are also attempting to piggyback on the deification of The Science during the pandemic experiment by borrowing the Covid cultists’ line that disinformation leads to death. This they do by pushing the same

discredited “safe and effective” narrative that has carried the increasingly genocidal childhood vaccine program into an era where 1 in 3 American boys are on the autism spectrum: the science is settled, every

professional organization of substance agrees, and disagreeing is dangerous.

Vaccinologist Peter Hotez, who has so fiercely devoted himself to protecting the honor of The Science that he forgot to actually read or understand it, is to the Covid-19 narrative what attention-seeking female
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impersonator Dylan Mulvaney is to LGBT expansionism, complete with an outspoken plea to the Biden administration to target enemies of The Science with Homeland Security investigations and FBI raids. They are

both meant to tempt even the most tolerant pod person into an intolerant comment, at which point the jaws of censorship (or legal penalties) snap shut. This is why Mulvaney has minced across every major BlackRock

brand’s commercials in the last year, and why Hotez’s insertion of his digital foot into his mouth in response to Robert F. Kennedy Jr’s appearance on the Joe Rogan show was backed by the entire US media

establishment. The slightest twitch of revulsion on your face and it’s back to the Clockwork Orange conditioning room at the reeducation camp, you antisemitic, anti-scientific transphobe you. 

Getting Americans to fear and hate the foundations of their own society is integral to Big Parasite’s conditioning of its host. Key survival instincts which would normally lead the individual to throw off or avoid the

parasite entirely must be suppressed and - if possible - reversed. This is why so much emphasis is placed on convincing parents to willingly give their toddlers up to sex offenders for Drag Queen Story Hours, or to

public school teachers eager to educate them about masturbation, or to the general public to not merely inject themselves and their children with untested pharmaceutical concoctions but clamor to be the first in line to

be able to do so. We are literally being made to poison our own wells.

The impulse to cry for help when under attack is also strong, and the United Nations’ new hate speech initiative is designed to permanently squelch that. Its definition of “hate speech” should give any dissident pause -

“a virulent form of discrimination that targets and undermines the human rights of persons and peoples based on their - presumed - identity and serves as a driver of populist narratives and violent extremist ideologies”

- as should the fact that it is directed at children. One of its creators, Cynthia Miller-Idriss, has acknowledged that individuals who believe in “conspiracy myths” cannot be successfully “re-converted,” and thus the

Corporate State’s hope lies in instilling “media literacy” - a euphemism censorship advocates have adopted to mean the stifling of critical thinking - in children. These children, raised in “safe and inclusive hate-free

learning environments” who imbibe tolerance with their mother’s (or father’s) milk, are effectively defenseless, entirely incapable of recognizing patterns and determining who or what is causing them and their families

harm. The hate speech curriculum laid out by UNESCO totally permeates every aspect of life such that the child is unaware it exists at all, like a fish in water. What the UN’s guide does  not address is that truly

marginalized groups often have no weapons to fight for their survival except words - words which could easily be dismissed as hate speech by their oppressor and used as grounds to further immiserate the population.

In one final blow to its own credibility, the UN lumps in “disinformation, misinformation and malformation” into the third-tier category of hate speech: the State and its propaganda are now a protected class, and

criticizing them will get you barred from the Agenda 2030 utopia. Google recently announced it would bar all non-establishment news sites from its search results, driving yet another nail into the coffin of the

informational freedom the internet once offered.

While wannabe police states have salivated at the prospect of precrime becoming an arrestable offense since the concept first emerged, actually realizing that dream has always been the sticking point in the totalitarian

program, until very recently. Between AI (the subject of a coming article/video) and quantum supercomputers, it is now quite possible not only to pick out the faces of and arrest every single “MAGA grandma” in the

crowd at January 6 but to identify and predict patterns of online behavior of anyone who reads about those arrests and predict enough simultaneous trajectories among ideological compatriots to assign “risk scores”

which will then be used as an excuse to restrain - physically, psychologically and electronically - those who threaten to disrupt the parasites’ control of their hosts.

It’s important to note that none of this is hypothetical. The DHS contracted with the University of Alabama at Birmingham in 2018 on Project Night Fury, which would identify “key influencers of pro-terrorist thought”

and name and shame the bots spreading “terrorist propaganda” and “foreign influence campaigns.”  Content related to drug trafficking and “disinformation” was later added to the program’s remit, even as the DHS was

admitting it couldn’t figure out how to quantify terrorist sympathies - much less automate that quantification. 

Night Fury is only known to the public because it got the axe in 2019 for prodigious privacy violations. With nearly a dozen government programs launched to fight “disinformation” - thoughtcrime - since 2016, there

are likely scores more just like it, all eagerly lapping up your tax dollars like thirsty puppies. Americans should not be worrying about a social credit score, singular, but about multiple social credit metrics that will

function like a stack of Swiss cheese to prevent enemies of an increasingly totalitarian state from escaping through the holes. This is not hypothetical and should not be treated as such.

While all eyes are on the governments currently masticating these pre-crime laws, corporations have already instituted their own version, as one long-time Amazon smart-home customer was horrified to discover last

month after his entire house stopped working. Upon contacting the company, he learned a deliveryman had reported him - or rather, his house - for racism, claiming the man’s Ring doorbell was barking racial slurs

when he delivered his package. Brandon Jackson was locked out of his Alexa account for a week and had to prove he had not used racist terms - a burden of proof the snitch did not have to meet. Given that hundreds of

Amazon employees had access to Ring cameras for years, the potential for abuse is staggering.

We need not use our imagination to understand what the world will look like under the ADL’s thought-police state. In Brazil, agents of the World Bank and other entities set up and financed a cheap knockoff of January

6 - complete with a QAnon Shaman in the colors of the Brazilian flag - to frame outgoing president Jair Bolsonaro as a sore-loser fascist who’d sicced his angry mobs on Our Democracy™ in a fit of pique over their
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refusal to vote for him. The Brazilian courts obediently coughed up some of the strictest speech laws in the Western Hemisphere, while the Superior Electoral Court barred him from running for office again until 2030,

finding he had abused his power by casting doubt on the legitimacy of the election results - effectively engaging in a kind of stochastic terrorism that excited his supporters into their Senate-stomping rage.

Or worse, Germany. Always the fascist bridesmaid and never the thousand year reich bride, the industrial heart of Europe runs a bustling industry of deliberately obtuse snitching that would make the Stasi blush. The

same deliberate misunderstanding of Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s comments about Anne Frank during a rally against Covid-19 mandates in Berlin in 2021 powers the call for holocaust survivor Vera Sharav to be prosecuted

for “trivializing the holocaust” for comparing the evils of human experimentation under fascism and Faucism and the attacks on Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters for the SS uniform-sporting villain he has portrayed in the

group’s rock opera The Wall for decades. Satirist CJ Hopkins is being prosecuted for questioning the magical powers of face masks, a central talisman of the Cult of Corona as I have documented here. And in

neighboring Austria, which went further than anywhere else in Europe in mandating citizens submit to toxic, life-shortening experimental injections, rapper Philip Josef Hassler - better known as Mr. Bond - is serving a

ten-year prison sentence for song lyrics.

Closer to home, the other Five Eyes are eagerly waging their own law fare campaigns against their citizens, with an eye toward eventually uniting the successes into an all-encompassing United Nations Ministry of

Truth. And to do that, they need your cooperation. Do not give it to them.
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